Docking, Not Fusion, as the Rate-Limiting Step in a SNARE-Driven Vesicle Fusion Assay
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ABSTRACT In vitro vesicle fusion assays that monitor lipid mixing between t-SNARE and v-SNARE vesicles in bulk solution exhibit remarkably slow fusion on the nonphysiological timescale of tens of minutes to several hours. Here, single-vesicle, fluorescence resonance energy transfer-based assays cleanly separate docking and fusion steps for individual vesicle pairs containing full-length SNAREs. Docking is extremely inefficient and is the rate-limiting step. Of importance, the docking and fusion kinetics are comparable in the two assays (one with v-SNARE vesicles tethered to a surface and the other with v-SNARE vesicles free in solution). Addition of the V C peptide synaptobrevin-2 (syb(57–92)) increases the docking efficiency by a factor of ~30, but docking remains rate-limiting. In the presence of V C peptide, the fusion step occurs on a timescale of ~10 s. In previous experiments involving bulk fusion assays in which the addition of synaptotagmin/Ca2+, Munc-18, or complexin accelerated the observed lipid-mixing rate, the enhancement may have arisen from the docking step rather than the fusion step.

INTRODUCTION

Ca2+-stimulated synaptic vesicle fusion (exocytosis) releases neurotransmitters from vesicles into the synaptic cleft, enabling communication between neurons. Several lines of evidence indicate that N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive-factor attachment protein receptors (SNAREs) play a central role in the membrane fusion process. The neuronal SNAREs involved in Ca2+-stimulated exocytosis are syntaxin-1 (syx), SNAP-25, and synaptobrevin-2 (syb). Syx and SNAP-25 are anchored in the presynaptic target plasma membrane and together are referred to as the t-SNARE proteins. Syb, also called the vesicle associated membrane protein (VAMP), is known as the v-SNARE protein (1). Four ~70-amino-acid-long SNARE motifs from the three SNARE proteins assemble into a parallel ternary bundle (2) (Syx, SNAP-25, and synaptobrevin-2) (20). Such trans-SNARE complexes form an extraordinarily stable bridge (4) between two opposing membranes, perhaps exerting mechanical stress on the bilayers (2). Mutation or removal of genes encoding the SNARE proteins or proteolysis of SNARE proteins by clostridial neurotoxin proteases compromises neurotransmission in cells due to defects in exocytosis (5,6). However, it is likely that hundreds of proteins are involved in exocytosis (7). Therefore, it is challenging to design and interpret live-cell studies aimed at elucidating the molecular fusion machinery and its mechanism for driving neuronal exocytosis.

The results of in vitro experiments on the fusion of SNARE-bearing proteoliposomes have provided strong, direct support for SNAREs as the minimal membrane fusion machinery. Weber and co-workers (8) were the first to our knowledge to show that v-SNARE-containing vesicles and t-SNARE-containing vesicles spontaneously fuse together in solution. Many labs have subsequently corroborated this result (9–18). Apparently, the formation of trans-vesicle SNARE complexes provides sufficient energy to overcome the intrinsic barrier to vesicle-vesicle fusion. However, the timescale of these bulk fusion reactions (minutes to hours) does not begin to mimic the timescale of Ca2+-triggered neuronal exocytosis (high microseconds to milliseconds) (19). Either the SNAREs are not fully functional in these in vitro assays or some key component is missing. The overall fusion timescale is reduced by more than an order of magnitude upon addition of a soluble peptide comprising residues 57–92 of syb in the vesicle mixture (20). This peptide is commonly referred to as V C peptide because it is a C-terminal fragment of the syb SNARE motif.

A major shortcoming of bulk SNARE-driven vesicle fusion assays developed thus far is their inability to separate in time the vesicle-vesicle docking step from the subsequent lipid mixing, or fusion, step (Fig. 1). Either step could be rate-limiting and thus the underlying cause of the slow overall reaction rate. In contrast, single-vesicle fusion assays are able to observe docking and fusion of individual vesicles in real time, thus providing a clean separation of the docking and fusion kinetics.

In this work, we employ a tethered single-vesicle assay that closely mimics the assay previously developed by Yoon et al. (21). By using identical proteoliposomes in both bulk and single-vesicle fusion assays, we show directly that docking is by far the rate-limiting step. In fact, for full-length neuronal SNARE proteins, some 170,000 close encounters between a v-SNARE and a t-SNARE vesicle are required to form one docked vesicle pair. The primary effect of V C peptide is to enhance docking efficiency, but docking remains rate-limiting. In the presence of V C
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peptide, some 7000 close encounters are required to form one docked pair, and most docked pairs subsequently fuse on a 10-s timescale. These results strongly indicate that one should use caution when interpreting the acceleration of bulk fusion assays by addition of synaptotagmin with Ca$^{2+}$, Munc-18, complexin, and other auxiliary proteins. The acceleration may arise from enhancement of the docking efficiency rather than the rate of the fusion step.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Single-vesicle fluorescence resonance energy transfer measurements**

We determined the fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) efficiency of a single-vesicle pair from two dual-color, 50-ms camera exposures obtained in rapid succession. The first exposure used 1.4 W/cm$^2$ of 633 nm excitation and the second used 1.44 W/cm$^2$ of 514 nm excitation (22). During the 633 nm excitation, only DiD fluorescence was detected, permitting unambiguous localization of each v-SNARE vesicle (Fig. 2). For each v-SNARE vesicle, we measured the fluorescence intensity in the red channel during 633 nm excitation and the second used 1.44 W/cm$^2$ of 514 nm excitation (22). During the 633 nm excitation, only DiD fluorescence was detected, permitting unambiguous localization of each v-SNARE vesicle (Fig. 2). For each colocalized v-SNARE/t-SNARE vesicle pair, we calculated the efficiency of DiI FRET to DiD using the following equation:

$$E = I_{FRET}^{633} / (I_{FRET}^{633} + \gamma \cdot I_{FRET}^{514})$$

where $\gamma$ is a detection sensitivity ratio that places DiI and DiD fluorescence on a common intensity scale (see Supporting Material).

**RESULTS**

Our strategy is to label v-SNARE vesicles with red-fluorescent lipid labels, and t-SNARE vesicles with green-fluorescent lipid labels. In this single-vesicle assay, the extent of FRET from the green labels to the red labels can then be used to distinguish docked but unfused t-SNARE/v-SNARE vesicle pairs from docked and fused pairs (21). First, we carried out a traditional bulk fusion assay (8) that monitors the progress of overall lipid mixing but does not dissect docking from fusion. Next, to evaluate the kinetics of the docking reaction (second-order rate constant $k_{dock}$) separately from the subsequent fusion reaction (first-order rate constant $k_{fus}$, Fig. 1), we studied free t-SNARE vesicles docking and fusing with individual v-SNARE vesicles tethered to a passivated surface. Finally, to directly compare the tethered vesicle results with the traditional bulk experiment, we monitored the progress of docking and fusion in the bulk assay by periodically plating a sample of the vesicle mixture sparsely onto glass and directly counting instances of docking and fusion using the same single-vesicle FRET measurements as in the tethered vesicle assay.

**Bulk fusion assay and controls**

Using a FRET-based bulk fusion assay, we found that full-length neuronal SNARE proteins drive lipid mixing between unilamellar phospholipid vesicles of ~50 nm diameter at
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**Figure 1** Two-step model of SNARE-driven vesicle-vesicle docking and fusion. The t-SNARE vesicles (T) dock (second-order rate constant $k_{dock}$) and fuse (first-order rate constant $k_{fus}$) with v-SNARE vesicles (V). The single-vesicle assay resolves these two steps. Docked but unfused pairs of vesicles differ from docked and fused pairs in the measured FRET efficiency from green labels in the t-SNARE vesicles to red labels in the v-SNARE vesicles.
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**Figure 2** Alternating laser excitation of tethered vesicles with two-color imaging. Example images from the tethered vesicle assay after incubation of tethered v-SNARE vesicles with t-SNARE vesicles for 140 min. (a) On excitation at 633 nm, DiD fluorescence from each tethered v-SNARE vesicle gives rise to puncta in the red emission channel, enabling location of each tethered v-SNARE vesicle. Boxes mark positions of tethered v-SNARE vesicles in both the red and green images. No green emission appears. (b) Subsequent excitation at 514 nm locates green t-SNARE vesicles (DiI green emission), most of which are nonspecifically bound and do not colocalize with the v-SNARE vesicle locations. For those t-SNARE vesicles that colocalize with v-SNARE vesicles, fusion is detected as a greatly enhanced brightening of the red emission on 514 nm excitation. Several examples of docked and fused vesicle pairs are circled. Scale bar = 3.0 μm.
37°C (Fig. S1 and Fig. S2), as reported previously by other laboratories (8,20,23,24). As shown in Fig. S1, we detected lipid mixing by exciting DiI (green-fluorescent FRET donor labels present at 2% in the t-SNARE vesicle membranes) and measuring the red-fluorescence intensity from FRET to DiD (FRET acceptor labels, present at 2% in the v-SNARE vesicle membranes). FRET occurs efficiently once the v- and t-SNARE vesicles have undergone lipid mixing and both labels are present in the same membrane (Supporting Material). When we mixed together t- and v-SNARE vesicles at 10 nM and 5 nM (in vesicles per liter), respectively, the amount of fluorescence intensity from FRET increased over the course of the 120-min experiment (curve -VC in Fig. S1a). By replacing the DiD labels in the v-SNARE vesicles with NBD and Rhodamine, and removing the DiI labels from the t-SNARE vesicles, we were able to test our vesicles using a standard dequenching assay in which the extent of lipid mixing is reported on a calibrated scale. The composite rate of docking and fusion of our vesicles is consistent with previous published results obtained with similar materials and conditions (Fig. S2) (8,20,23,24).

The addition of VC peptide to the v- and t-SNARE vesicle mixture greatly enhanced the rate of lipid mixing (curve +VC in Fig. S1a). The optimized VC peptide concentration of 4 μM (Fig. S1b) (20,25) caused a ~30-fold enhancement in the FRET signal after 35 min. We did not detect FRET for the following control mixtures (overlapping curves labeled controls in Fig. S1a): 1), v-SNARE vesicles mixed with protein-free vesicles; 2), v-SNARE vesicles mixed with syx-only vesicles (lacking SNAP-25); and 3 and 4), v-SNARE vesicles mixed with vesicles containing syx plus SNAP-25 missing its 26 most C-terminal amino-acid residues (t-SNAREs designed to mimic the BoNT/E cleavage product) in the absence or presence, respectively, of 4 μM VC peptide. Evidently, all three SNARE proteins (syb, syx, and SNAP-25) are required for vesicle fusion on a 120-min timescale.

Docking and fusion assay using tethered v-SNARE vesicles

To monitor docking and fusion between individual pairs of SNARE-bearing vesicles (Fig. 1), we tethered the v-SNARE vesicles to a polymer-containing lipid bilayer via biotin-NeutrAvidin interactions (Fig. 2 and Fig. S3) (21). We incubated a sparse field of tethered v-SNARE vesicles with 10 nM t-SNARE vesicles in the presence or absence of VC peptide. After reaction time intervals of 5–140 min, we rinsed the sample and imaged the surface at several locations to generate a single data set involving 1500–3000 tethered v-SNARE vesicles at each reaction time. Each reaction interval involved an entirely new surface. We took two images of the sample in rapid succession using a sensitive CCD camera. The first image was obtained during laser excitation at 633 nm and the second was acquired at 514 nm (see details in Materials and Methods) (22,26). The first image located the tethered v-SNARE vesicles, and the second image located t-SNARE vesicles. From these images we directly counted instances of v- and t-SNARE colocalization and determined the FRET efficiency between colocalized pairs (Fig. 2).

**Tethered vesicle docking and fusion rate constants with and without VC peptide**

Histograms summarizing the absolute FRET efficiency $E$ of colocalized vesicle pairs at three different reaction times in the absence or presence of VC peptide are shown in Fig. 3, a and b, respectively. In each FRET efficiency histogram, there is a sharp peak centered at $E = 0$ and also a broad distribution of nonzero values centered at $E = 0.6–0.7$. The amplitude of the nonzero FRET peak grows as a function of reaction time. Histograms showing the distributions of the v-SNARE vesicle FRET intensities are shown in Fig. S4.

To interpret the FRET efficiency data, we used Förster theory and model configurations to calculate the range of FRET efficiencies that arise from three different conditions.
for a vesicle pair: 1), docked but unfused; 2), docked and hemifused (outer leaflets mixed); or 3), docked and fully fused (complete lipid mixing). The calculations (described in detail in the Supporting Material) take into account the size distributions of the v- and t-SNARE vesicles (Fig. S5) and the Förster radius of the DiI-DiD FRET pair (Supporting Material and Fig. S6). The modeling predicts a wide range of FRET efficiency values for each condition due to the distribution of vesicle sizes. However, for the vast majority of pairs, vesicles in a docked but unfused state will have $E \leq 0.25$ (Fig. S7), whereas vesicles that are docked and fused will have $E > 0.25$ (Fig. S8). Our calculations indicate that for any particular vesicle pair, the FRET efficiency after full fusion is only $0.05–0.1$ greater than the FRET efficiency after hemifusion. Depending on the size combination of a specific vesicle pair, the range of FRET efficiencies expected for hemifusion is $E = 0.15–0.9$, whereas the range of FRET efficiencies expected for full fusion is $E = 0.25–0.95$ (Fig. S8). Thus, one cannot clearly distinguish a population of hemifused vesicle pairs from a population of fully fused vesicle pairs using the DiI/DiD FRET pair at 2% mol/mol labeling fraction (see Supporting Material and Fig. S8).

The $E = 0.25$ FRET efficiency threshold suggested by the modeling is consistent with real-time observations of vesicle pairs as they dock and fuse (Fig. S9). Docked vesicle pairs make an abrupt transition from a low-FRET state ($E = 0–0.25$) to a stable high-FRET state ($E = 0.5–0.95$). The observed range of low FRET efficiencies is consistent with the model estimates for vesicle pairs in a docked but unfused state, and the observed range of high FRET efficiencies is consistent with the model estimates for the docked and fused (or hemifused) state. Accordingly, we use $E = 0.25$ as the value that separates v-SNARE/t-SNARE vesicle pairs that are docked but unfused from those that are docked and fused (Fig. 3). Again, the docked and fused condition may include vesicle pairs that have undergone partial lipid mixing, including hemifusion. The docked but unfused curves are corrected statistically for the probability that a nonspecifically bound t-SNARE vesicle happens to colocalize with a v-SNARE vesicle within our spatial resolution (false colocalizations; see Supporting Material). The corrected docking curves are determined in both the absence (Fig. 4, a and b) and presence (Fig. 4, c and d) of Vc peptide. The Total Docked curves in Fig. 4, b and d, are the sum of the Docked and Fused and the Docked but Unfused curves in Fig. 4, a and c.

The percentage of v-SNARE vesicles that are docked and fused grows to ~10% over 120 min without Vc peptide (Fig. 4 a) and to ~70% over 30 min with Vc peptide (Fig. 4 c). The latter curve plateaus at that level, and ~30% of tethered v-SNARE vesicles never dock a t-SNARE vesicle on an 80-min timescale. Strikingly, in neither case do we clearly observe docked but unfused vesicle pairs within any of the 5-min measurement time intervals. The $E = 0$ peak of the FRET efficiency histograms (Fig. 3) arises almost entirely from false colocalization events, and its variability in amplitude reflects variability in the passivation of the surface. Significantly fewer $E = 0$ events occur in the presence of Vc peptide. This is expected because the density of docked and fused pairs is much higher with Vc peptide. False colocalization of a t-SNARE vesicle with a docked and fused pair (which includes 50% of the tethered v-SNARE vesicles by $t = 15$ min) will give rise not to $E = 0$ but to a lower apparent $E$ for the docked and fused pair. With or without Vc peptide, docking essentially always leads to fusion within the 5-min timescale of the measurement intervals.

We used the known t-SNARE vesicle concentration to convert the initial slope of the total docking curves (Fig. 4, b and d) into an approximate bimolecular rate constant $k_{\text{dock,th}}$ for docking between t-SNARE vesicles and tethered v-SNARE vesicles. The linear fits are indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 4, b and d. In the absence of Vc peptide $k_{\text{dock,th}} = (1.2 \pm 0.1) \times 10^3$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, where the concentration is expressed as moles of vesicles per liter. In the presence of Vc peptide, the same analysis gives $k_{\text{dock,th}} = (4.2 \pm 0.3) \times 10^4$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. Vc peptide
enhances the docking efficiency in the tethered-vesicle assay by a factor of ~35.

Next, to estimate the fusion rate $k_{fus}$ in the presence of V$_C$ peptide, we directly observed individual docking and fusion events between free t-SNARE vesicles and tethered v-SNARE vesicles. Using 200-ms exposures and a 3-s cycle time, we observed individual t-SNARE vesicles dock (co-localize) and fuse with individual tethered v-SNARE vesicles. Fusion was observed as the sudden appearance of red fluorescence from FRET simultaneous with a loss of colocalized green intensity. See Movie S1 for a sample fusion event. The observed fusion was sensitive to the presence of intact SNAP-25. Incubation of tethered v-SNARE vesicles with vesicles whose t-SNAREs mimic the BoNT/E cleavage product in the presence of VC peptide resulted in no observable fusion over 15 min of observation time.

We observed dozens of individual docking and fusion events. A histogram of $\tau_{fus}$-values (Fig. 5) was generated for 36 fusion events for which the docking time could be clearly discerned. For 85% of the fusion events, the delay time between docking and fusion ranged from <3 s to 42 s. More than half of the docking events occurred <10 s after docking, and a few events occurred on a 2–5-min timescale. The fusion kinetics are inhomogeneous, but evidently the majority of the sample has $k_{fus} \approx 0.1$ s$^{-1}$. In the absence of V$_C$ peptide, the very slow rate of docking precluded observation of individual fusion events.

**Single-vesicle FRET analysis of bulk vesicle mixtures**

Finally, to directly compare results from the bulk assay and the tethered vesicle assay, we mixed together v- and t-SNARE vesicles in the usual bulk conditions (as in Fig. S1 a). At various reaction times over the course of 2–3 h, we removed a small sample from the mixture, quickly diluted it by a factor of 1000, and then plated the vesicles and vesicle pairs sparsely onto a glass coverslip for two-color imaging with alternating laser excitation. The time lag between dilution of the sample and imaging was <10 min for each data point. At each reaction time point, ~100–500 individual v-SNARE vesicles contributed to the data set. Histograms showing the FRET efficiencies $E$ of colocalized v- and t-SNARE vesicle pairs were obtained in the absence (Fig. S10 a) and presence (Fig. S10 b) of V$_C$ peptide. Histograms of all of v-SNARE vesicle FRET intensities are shown in Fig. S11, a and b. The main feature of each FRET efficiency histogram is a broad distribution of nonzero values centered at $E = 0.6–0.7$, which grows as a function of reaction time. There is little or no $E = 0$ peak in Fig. S10 because the sparse plating of the bulk mixture essentially eliminates false colocalization of undocked vesicle pairs.

We distinguished docked but unfused from docked and fused (or hemifused) pairs using the same $E = 0.25$ FRET efficiency threshold. After correcting for $E = 0$ events that arise from false colocalizations between vesicles, we determined docking curves for v- and t-SNARE vesicles in both the absence (Fig. 6, a and b) and presence (Fig. 6, c and d) of V$_C$ peptide. The bulk assay docking curves (Fig. 6)
are qualitatively similar to those obtained from the tethered-vesicle assay (Fig. 4). Again, we found no statistically significant evidence of any docked but unfused vesicle pairs, indicating that docking is also the slow step in the bulk vesicle fusion assay. The initial slope of the docking curve without V\textsubscript{C} peptide (Fig. 6 d) gives the estimate $k_{\text{dock,bulk}} = (4.7 \pm 0.2) \times 10^4$ M\textsuperscript{-1}\textperiodcentered s\textsuperscript{-1}. In the presence of V\textsubscript{C} peptide (Fig. 6 d), $k_{\text{dock,bulk}} = (11 \pm 2) \times 10^4$ M\textsuperscript{-1}\textperiodcentered s\textsuperscript{-1}. Both with and without V\textsubscript{C} peptide, the $k_{\text{dock}}$-values in bulk are three to four times greater than those obtained from the tethered-vesicle assay, suggesting that tethering hinders the docking efficiency.

As a control, we incubated v-SNARE vesicles with Dil-labeled, protein-free vesicles in bulk for 3 h and then plated a diluted sample onto glass. This yielded no significant FRET between labels (Fig. S11, c and d). We also incubated v-SNARE vesicles with V\textsubscript{C} peptide plus Dil-labeled t-SNARE vesicles that mimic the t-SNAREs after BoNT/E cleavage (Fig. S11 e) and again found no significant FRET. Evidently, no significant exchange of donor/acceptor labels occurs between vesicles on a 3-h timescale, and immobilization onto a glass surface does not induce substantial lipid mixing. These controls suggest that our method may prove useful for analyzing docking and fusion kinetics in bulk fusion assays in the future.

**DISCUSSION**

**Experimental docking rate**

In 1998, Weber and co-workers (8) were the first to our knowledge to show that full-length neuronal SNARE proteins are capable of catalyzing vesicle-vesicle fusion in vitro. We estimate that in the ensuing 12 years, 33 articles describing neuronal SNARE-induced bulk vesicle fusion were published. These studies reported the effects of SNARE truncations (27,28); of adding presynaptic proteins such as synaptotagmins (11,12,16–18,24,25,29,30), double C2 domain (doc2) proteins (31), Munc-18 (14,32), the Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-dependent activator protein for secretion (CAPS) (9,33), complexins (15,34–36), calmodulin (37), and synaptic vesicle protein (37); of adding synthetic PEG polymers (38) and peptides (13,20,25); and of changing the lipid content (39), reconstitution method (23), or protein/lipid ratio (40). One result these studies had in common was an extremely slow composite timescale of docking and fusion (tens of minutes to a few hours) relative to the timescale of fusion in vivo (hundreds of microseconds to a few milliseconds) (19).

Here, we repeated the bulk fusion assay using vesicles reconstituted with a syb concentration that approximates the surface density in synaptic vesicles (41). The v-SNARE vesicles dock and fuse with t-SNARE vesicles in bulk solution on a 1–2-h timescale (Fig. S2), in qualitative agreement with bulk fusion experiments performed under similar conditions in other labs (8,20,23,24). To dissect the vesicle-vesicle docking kinetics, we sampled the bulk fusion mixture at ~15-min intervals over a 120-min period, plated the vesicles sparsely onto glass, and directly interrogated them using alternating laser excitation two-color fluorescence microscopy (42). This enabled us to directly count instances of colocalization between single t- and v-SNARE vesicles, yielding an effective bimolecular docking rate constant $k_{\text{dock,bulk}} = (4.7 \pm 0.2) \times 10^3$ M\textsuperscript{-1}\textperiodcentered s\textsuperscript{-1}.

At concentrations of 5 nM v-SNARE vesicles and 10 nM t-SNARE vesicles, half of the v-SNARE vesicles underwent at least one docking event to a t-SNARE vesicle in ~200 min. Quantitative measurement of the FRET efficiency of single-vesicle pairs, and interpretation of the FRET efficiency values using Förster theory and model configurations showed that 589 of 606 (97%) of the docked v- and t-SNARE vesicle pairs had fused together before the 10-min timescale of the measurement. Addition of V\textsubscript{C} peptide, syb (57–92), to the SNARE-bearing vesicle mixture resulted in $k_{\text{dock,bulk}} = (11 \pm 2) \times 10^4$ M\textsuperscript{-1}\textperiodcentered s\textsuperscript{-1}, a ~25-fold enhancement of the docking rate constant. Similarly, 2336 of 2398 docked pairs (97%) fused before the measurement was obtained. Our modeling showed that we could not distinguish between populations of hemifused and fully fused vesicle pairs using a Dil/DiD FRET pair at a 2% labeling fraction. Therefore, our docked and fused population may include vesicles that are hemifused/partially mixed. This argues against a previous assignment of $E = 0.35$ to the hemifusion state (21,43).

For comparison, we also studied free t-SNARE vesicles docking and fusing with v-SNARE vesicles that had been tethered to a passivated PEG surface. The resulting docking rate constants were $k_{\text{dock,teth}} = (1.2 \pm 0.1) \times 10^3$ M\textsuperscript{-1}\textperiodcentered s\textsuperscript{-1} in the absence of V\textsubscript{C} peptide and $k_{\text{dock,teth}} = (4.2 \pm 0.3) \times 10^4$ M\textsuperscript{-1}\textperiodcentered s\textsuperscript{-1} in the presence of V\textsubscript{C} peptide. Again, we did not observe any appreciable accumulation of docked but unfused intermediates. We estimate that 648 of 672 (96%) of docked pairs without V\textsubscript{C} peptide, and 8364 of 8799 (95%) of docked pairs with V\textsubscript{C} peptide fused within the 5-min time resolution of the measurement. Together, these results indicate that in the bulk sampling experiments, the glass surface did not induce the observed fusion to an appreciable extent. The near absence of docked but unfused v-SNARE/t-SNARE vesicle pairs in both experiments clearly demonstrates that docking is the rate-limiting step in the vesicle-vesicle fusion reaction.

Finally, by directly monitoring single docking and fusion events in the tethered-vesicle assay in the presence of V\textsubscript{C} peptide in real time, we found that the majority of docked vesicles fused in ~10 s. For comparison, the characteristic timescale on which a single tethered v-SNARE vesicle docks its first t-SNARE vesicle in the presence of V\textsubscript{C} peptide at a concentration of 10 nM is $t_{\text{dock}} = (10$ nM $\times 4.2 \times 10^4$ M\textsuperscript{-1}\textperiodcentered s\textsuperscript{-1}$)^{-1} = 2400$ s = 40 min, ~200 times longer than the fusion timescale. Direct observation of
$k_{fae} \approx 0.1 \text{ s}^{-1}$ further demonstrates that docking is the slow step in the presence of V_C peptide. We were unable to study individual docking and fusion events in the absence of V_C because the docking efficiency was too low.

### Simple docking model

Here we compare the experimental docking rate constants with a simple estimate of the rate $k_{V+T}$ of vesicle-vesicle close encounters to estimate the docking efficiency per encounter. The diffusion-limited rate constant for collisions between two freely diffusing spheres in bulk solution is given by (44):

$$k_{diff} = 4\pi N_A (R_v + R_T) (D_v + D_T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The rate constant has units of M$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$ (here the molarity is defined as moles of vesicles per L, $N_A$ is Avogadro’s number, $R_v$ and $R_T$ are the v- and t-SNARE vesicle radii, and $D_v$ and $D_T$ are their diffusion coefficients). For our vesicles, $R_v \sim R_T \approx 25$ nm and $D_v - D_T \approx 3.3 \times 10^{-8}$ cm$^2$·s$^{-1}$ (42), yielding $k_{diff} \approx 2.5 \times 10^5$ M$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$.

However, the incomplete surface coverage of v- and t-SNARE protein causes $k_{V+T}$ to be smaller than $k_{diff}$. We define $k_{V+T}$ as the rate constant for complementary t-SNARE and v-SNARE proteins on two different vesicles to come close enough to touch and potentially form a SNARE complex. To better estimate this close-encounter rate, we use a simple model that treats t-SNAREs and v-SNAREs as immobile, disk-shaped absorbing patches with common radius $s_i = 2$ nm (Fig. S12). As previously shown by Berg (44), a fairly sparse set of such absorbing disks on the surface of a sphere can cause diffusive flux onto the sphere, in similarity to the case in which the entire sphere is absorbing (as in Eq. 2 above). In comparison with a completely absorbing sphere, the diffusive flux for a sphere partially covered by absorbing patches is diminished by a correction factor of $(1 + \pi R_i / N_s R_i)^{-1}$, where $R_i$ is the target vesicle radius, $N_s$ is the number of absorbing disks, $s_i$ is the radius of each disk, and $i = T$ or $V$ labels the type of vesicle. This factor approaches one as $N_sR_i$ becomes large, approaches zero as $N_sR_i$ approaches zero; and is 1/2 when $N_sR_i = \pi R_i$.

Our refined formula for the rate constant for vesicle-vesicle encounters in which a t-SNARE-touches a v-SNARE in bulk solution becomes

$$k_{V+T} = k_{diff} (1 + \pi R_T / N_T s_T)^{-1} (1 + \pi R_T / N_V s_V)^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In our case, using $N_T = 65$ t-SNAREs per vesicle, $N_V = 45$ v-SNAREs per vesicle, and using the rough estimate $s_T = s_V = 2$ nm, the correction factor becomes $\approx 0.6$ for t-SNARE vesicles and $\approx 0.5$ for the v-SNARE vesicles. The overall close-encounter rate constant is $k_{V+T} \approx 0.3 \ k_{diff} \sim 8 \times 10^8$ M$^{-1}$·s$^{-1}$. The estimated probability of successful docking per effective encounter event ($p_{dock}$) is then the ratio of our experimentally derived docking rate constant $k_{dock}$ to $k_{V+T}$.

In the bulk fusion assay, this yields $p_{dock} = k_{dock, bulk} / k_{V+T} \approx 6 \times 10^{-6}$ without V_C peptide and $p_{dock} \approx 1.4 \times 10^{-8}$ with V_C peptide. In the absence of V_C peptide, $\sim 170,000$ close encounters are required to form one docked vesicle pair, and with V_C peptide, $\sim 7000$ close encounters are required. Such low values of $p_{dock}$ strongly suggest that typical v-SNARE/t-SNARE pairs are highly inert, i.e., unable to form trans-vesicle SNARE complexes on the timescale of the collision. The estimated values of $p_{dock}$ for the tethered-vesicle assay would be even smaller, perhaps due to geometric constraints on the approach of t-SNARE vesicles to tethered v-SNARE vesicles or to some degree of interference by the nearby passivated surface.

### Mechanistic implications

By using the same materials in bulk and single-vesicle assays, we were able to clearly show that docking is the rate-limiting step in a bulk vesicle-vesicle fusion reaction driven by full-length neuronal SNARE proteins. In our assay, enhancement of the overall fusion kinetics by addition of V_C peptide is entirely due to enhancement of the docking efficiency, and not to any direct effect on the fusion step. A clean comparison with experiments performed in other laboratories is frustrated by the wide variability in the proteins, lipid compositions, protein/lipid ratios, detergents, protein and vesicle purification procedures, vesicle concentrations, and temperatures used to study this reaction. Nevertheless, our results may have widespread significance for proper interpretation of other bulk fusion assays.

Previous studies have reported enhancement of the lipid mixing rate between vesicles containing full-length neuronal SNAREs in the presence of 1), synaptotagmin1 (syt1) (11,45); 2), the soluble domain of syt1, C2AB, in the absence (11) or presence of Ca$^{2+}$ (12,15,17,24,25, 29,30,34,46); 3), the soluble domains of other synaptotagmin isoforms (29,46); 4), CAPS, the Ca$^{2+}$-dependent activator protein for secretion (9,33); or 5), doc2 proteins (31). All of these results may reflect increased docking efficiency in the presence of the accessory protein rather than acceleration of the transition from the docked state to the fused state. Our data are also consistent with the suggestion that low-temperature preincubations that give rise to a burst of fast lipid mixing (8,14,27,32,35,36) accumulate docked but unfused vesicle pairs that fuse simultaneously once the temperature is raised to 37°C.

In our bulk assay, addition of V_C peptide enhances $k_{dock,bulk}$ by more than an order of magnitude. Presumably, V_C peptide binds to the C-terminus of the SNARE motif of syx and SNAP-25, where the corresponding amino acids in syb bind in the ternary SNARE complex (3,20). Previous work with soluble protein domains suggested that V_C peptide may help prevent the formation of off-pathway
2:1 syx/SNAP-25 complexes (13). However, our t-SNAREs are coexpressed in bacteria and are present in a 1:1 overall syx/SNAP-25 stoichiometry in the vesicle, indicating that 2:1 complexes are not important here. In other studies, Vc peptide stimulated bulk vesicle-vesicle lipid mixing to a similar extent regardless of whether the Habc domain was present (20), which argues against a large effect due to Vc stabilization of the open syx conformation. In addition, it was shown that reconstitution of t-SNARE vesicles with a constitutively open syx mutant does not affect bulk vesicle-vesicle lipid mixing kinetics (32).

Considering all of these results, we suggest that the Vc peptide may stimulate docking by nucleating t-SNARE folding upon binding. Accordingly, the results of circular dichroism spectroscopy on soluble SNARE domains (13) and proteolysis protection experiments on full-length SNAREs reconstituted into vesicles (20) suggest that the t-SNAREs assume a more ordered secondary structure in the presence of Vc peptide. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that the presence of Vc peptide simply helps prevent the t-SNAREs from self-aggregating into large, inert mounds, as directly observed in atomic force microscopy studies of supported lipid bilayers made from t-SNARE vesicles (47).

The neuronal proteins syt1 (10–12,15–18,24,25,30, 34,45), CAPS (9,33), and doc2 (31) have all been shown to bind t-SNAREs in vitro. It seems entirely possible that these proteins may enhance docking by a mechanism similar to that of Vc peptide, either by nucleating folding within the 1:1 t-SNARE acceptor complex (48) or by reducing t-SNARE self-aggregation.

**Comparison with other docking and fusion assays**

We have shown that for our materials, docking is the slow step in both the bulk and single-vesicle assays; however, there remains tremendous variability among the results of single- or few-vesicle assays that are capable of separating the docking kinetics from the fusion kinetics. In a similar tethered vesicle assay using neuronal SNAREs, Yoon and co-workers (43) found that 27% of tethered v-SNARE vesicles docked a t-SNARE vesicle from solution after 15 min when the t-SNARE vesicles were present at only 200 pM in the absence of Vc peptide. This docking was much more efficient than that observed in our assay. However, in their study, the docked vesicle pairs fused together on a timescale of tens of minutes, which is much slower than ours (43). The most obvious difference between their experiment and ours is that they used an N-terminally truncated version of syx (residues 168–288), which lacks the Habc domain. In addition, they made their t-SNARE vesicles by expressing and purifying syx and SNAP-25 separately, mixing the proteins together in detergent, and then mixing the protein/detergent solution with preformed vesicles. The method of reconstitution may well be an important variable.

Cypionka and co-workers (49) used fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS) and fluorescence lifetime measurements to monitor docking and fusion between v- and t-SNARE vesicles in solution at room temperature. Their t-SNARE vesicles contained a stabilized acceptor complex, which included syx(183–288), SNAP-25, and syb(49–96) (a peptide similar to the Vc peptide, syb(57–92)). The vesicles also contained 10% cholesterol and phospholipids derived from bovine brain. At vesicle concentrations of 1–10 nM each, they observed quite efficient docking with a time constant of 70 s, followed by fusion with a time constant of 840 s. These results are again very different from ours. The FCCS study also used truncated syx rather than the full-length syx used here.

Several other groups have developed in vitro assays that resolve docking from fusion by monitoring single v-SNARE vesicles interacting with a supported lipid bilayer containing t-SNARE proteins (47,50–53). The docking and fusion kinetics derived from these experiments vary tremendously and cannot be directly compared with bulk fusion experiments.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, we believe that typical bulk vesicle-vesicle fusion assays are not well suited for studying the fusion step of neuronal exocytosis without significant refinement. These assays may well be insensitive to modulation of the key transition from a docked vesicle pair to the fusion product. Investigation of this fascinating event using the reconstitution approach requires time resolution of the fusion kinetics, which is currently possible only with single- or few-vesicle methods such as surface-tethered vesicle assays (43), FCCS/lifetime measurements (49), and cushioned lipid bilayers (52,53).

**SUPPORTING MATERIAL**

Methods, references, twelve figures, and one movie are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(11)00328-6.
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